
Lightcliffe PFSA Meeting
28th September 2020, 6.30pm via Zoom

Attendees: Kathryn Webb, Kirsty Casey, Lisa Arnot, Lisa Kurowski, Janine Hines, Sarah
Bell, Ana Priestley, Nicola Crawley, Nicola Jagger, Sally Butterworth, Kate Dunkley, Graham
Hilton

Apologies: Heather Harding, Emma Oxberry, Alison Crowther

Finances
Kirsty gave an update on finances, £12.5k reported in the meeting in early July, but since
then a couple of donations have been deducted; musical instruments and books, so Helen
has advised that the balance will be around £7k

Cauliflower Cards
Kirsty went through the process which will involve parents ordering online so no money
handling, however will still involve artwork backwards and forwards. A couple of members
suggested using PDF artwork and parents paying their own postage so orders don’t need to
be handled in school. Kirsty to speak to them again about options, Sarah Bell to look online
for other companies who do similar activities.

Ipads
Graham has been speaking to the MAT about purchasing a set of laptops rather than ipads.
Laptops have more functionality and accessibility to on-line tools. Graham will come back to
us with costs asap and we’ll then agree how we support, which may just be a contribution
than an outright purchase.

Fund Raising
Following a few discussions about christmas themed ideas such as cake competition (submit
a photo), virtual santa, raffle, a number raffle/100 club, guess the name of the reindeer,
t-towels, class raffles similar to tombola ideas, we decided that we could continue to explore
ideas perhaps through small sub-groups, but in the meantime, send a newsletter with a
polite request for donations, but align to the fact we need to raise £x to pay for laptops and
remind parents that we’d normally have discos, and a christmas fair in the first term, which
would raise around £5k altogether. Kirsty to draft a newsletter.

Receiving Money & Donations
Graham is discussing cashless office with Helen and the idea will be that the office will be
able to add PFSA options to the system so parents would be able to purchase tickets, pay
for uniform, make donations etc using parent pay.

Books
Sally will still be sorting christmas book gifts for the children this year - this usually costs
around £500



Amazon
Graham mentioned a book wish list initiative which Amazon run. This was something they
did at his previous school. It doesn’t raise funds, but is a way of bringing a continuous supply
of new books into the school and encourages children to read. Kathryn mentioned another
Amazon initiative where purchases by others can generate small donations to the school,
however you need to be registered as a charity. Kathryn to explore.

Y6 Leavers
Sarah Bell confirmed that due to the fact that the Y6 leavers celebrations had to be
cancelled the money parents had paid towards this event will be donated to the PFSA. So
that’s approximately £400 to go into the account.

Sarah also mentioned that it’s useful to get a group together in good time to start planning
next year’s leavers event. Kirsty to put something on the Y6 facebook page.

Uniform Sales
The group agreed to advertise availability of uniform items on facebook and arrange delivery
with parents on an individual basis. Kirsty to put an advert on facebook.

Next Meeting
We agreed that the meetings can now be more frequent and ‘as and when’ rather than a
meeting per half term. Kathyrn has access to a zoom code which we can use.

Kirsty Casey
PFSA Secretary


